
 

Machine Quilting Class Supply List – with Wanda Warner 

 

Sewing Machine in good working order.   You should know how to change needles and also adjust tension on 
your machine. 

Walking Foot (or Even Feed foot)  This may already be built in to your machine.   

Darning Foot   This usually was included in your basic machine accessories. 

Thread       Invisible thread     (very fine  should be labeled  .004) 
                    100% 50 wt cotton - 2 spools..........1 off white and 1 any color. 
Needles     Klasse or Schmetz   Size 70/10 or 80/12  Sharp/Microtex. 
                    Also there is a size 75/11 Schmetz Quilting Needle. 
Gloves      Machingers or other brands. 
                  These will give you some "grip" when working with your quilt. 

     Note: For many years I have used fingers cut from rubber gloves. Not the latex kind for food   
      prep/medical uses. 

                   Regular dishwashing type rubber gloves and they should fit snug.   
                   Having said that, I have also worn out 2 pair of Machingers.   So the choice is yours. 

Marker     Blue washout marker 

Fabric       2 yds muslin     We will use 1 yd for the top and 1 yd for the back, so this can be 2  1 yd pieces 

Batting    Cotton Batting  approx. 36 x 45.  Don't use polyester...too much "slippage" during the quilting 
      process. 
Also...Make a "block" consisting of 36 2" squares sewn together 6 squares x 6 squares. 
            Make another "block" of   6  2" x 12" strips sewn together side by side to make a  12" square. 
            These are "learning" blocks.  Scraps will be fine. 

Note:     You will need a piece of batting for each of the above and something for the backing for each of the 
above. 

Safety pins   for layering your samples in preparation for the quilting. 
Masking tape  "            "            "                  "                     "                    " 

A "Kwik Klip"  if you have one.  Makes layering easier on your fingers. 

You may want to bring some kind of cushion or pillow for your comfort in sitting.  Also if it is firm, it will 
provide some "lift" to raise you up a bit for good posture at the machine. 

 


